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Abstract. This paper proves a lower bound on the trade-off between
server storage size and the locality of memory accesses in searchable
symmetric encryption (SSE). Namely, when encrypting an index of N
identifier/keyword pairs, the encrypted index must have size ω(N ) or
the scheme must perform searching with ω(1) non-contiguous reads to
memory or the scheme must read many more bits than is necessary
to compute the results. Recent implementations have shown that nonlocality of server memory accesses create a throughput-bottleneck on
very large databases. Our lower bound shows that this is due to the
security notion and not a defect of the constructions. An upper bound
is also given in the form of a new SSE construction with an O(N log N )
size encrypted index that performs O(log N ) reads during a search.
Keywords. Symmetric Encryption, Lower Bound
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Introduction

Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) [24, 15, 13] enables a client to encrypt
an index of record/keyword pairs and later issue tokens allowing an untrusted
server to retrieve the (identifiers of) all records matching a keyword. SSE aims
to hide statistics about the index to the greatest extent possible while maintaining practical efficiency for large indexes like email repositories or United
States census data. These schemes employ only fast symmetric primitives and
recent implementations [10] have shown that, in contrast to most applications
of advanced cryptography, cryptographic processing like encryption is not the
bottleneck for scaling. Instead, lower-level issues dealing with memory layouts
required by the schemes are the limiting factor for large indexes.
This work studies how the security definitions for SSE inherently hamper
scaling for large indexes. It proves an unconditional lower bound on the tradeoff between server storage space and the spatial locality of its accesses to the
encrypted index during a search. At a high level, the bound says that, for an
index with N pairs, any secure SSE must either pad the encrypted index to
an impractical (super-linear, ω(N )) size or perform searching in a very nonlocal way (with ω(1) contiguous accesses or by reading far more bits than is
necessary). Either of these options is likely to incur a large slow-down over a
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properly designed plaintext searching system with an O(N )-size index that can
search with O(1) contiguous accesses.
The issue of locality in SSE surfaced in recent works [13, 10] where implementations showed that the non-local use of external storage was a main bottleneck
preventing scaling to large indexes. The only works with a highly local access
pattern generated very large (roughly O(N 2 )) encrypted databases that also
prevented scaling. This paper explains this dichotomy of padding versus spatial
locality by proving it is an unavoidable consequence of the SSE security definition. As more cryptographic applications are developed for securely outsourcing
large amounts of data (while maintaining either authenticity or secrecy), lowerlevel issues like locality may become more relevant. While in some contexts (like
secure multiparty computation) it is clear that the entire input must be touched
during computation, this work appears to be the first to study of the effect of
security on locality in detail.
The lower bound suggests the question of a matching upper bound. We give
a new scheme with an O(N log N ) size encrypted index and O(log N ) locality
via a different padding strategy, which compares to a scheme with a O(N 2 )
size encrypted index and O(1) locality.3 This scheme may not be competitive
with prior highly-optimized implementations, but it serves as intermediate point
in the trade-off curve implied by the lower bound. The interesting question of
closing the gap is left open.

Scheme
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EDB Size

Locality Read Efficiency

CGKO’06-1 [13]
m, N
O(N + m)
O(tw )
O(1)
CGKO’06-2 [13]
M ·n
O(M n)
O(tw )
O(1)
m, n, M
O(M n)
O(1)
O(1)
CK’10 [12]
LSDHJ’10 [25]
m, n
O(mn)
O(tw )
O(1)
n, M
O(M n)
O(tw )
O(1)
KO’12 [20]
KPR’12 [19]
m, N
O(N + m)
O(tw )
O(1)
KP’13 [18]
m, n
O(mn) O(tw log n)
O(n log n)
N
O(N )
O(tw )
O(1)
CJJKRS’13 [10]
This paper: Scheme
N
O(N log N ) O(log N )
O(1)
This paper: Lower Bound Any from above
ω(N )
O(1)
O(1)
Fig. 1. Comparison of some SSE schemes. Legend: Leakage is leakage from EDB only,
and all schemes P
also leak search results and access pattern. n = total # of unique
identifiers, N = w |DB(w)|, m = total # of unique keywords, M = maxw |DB(w)|,
tw = |DB(w)| for the query w. For [12] we mean the scheme in Section 5.2 of the
full version there. The lower bound is achieved with α = 0 in Theorem 8. If a scheme
support updates or more advanced searches then we consider a simplified static version
for keyword searching as formalized in Section 2. Differences in security (simulation
versus indistinguishability, adaptivity) are ignored here but explain why some schemes
appear to be strictly worse than others.
3

There are various ways to achieve a smaller index (see Figure 1), but these will
achieve a slightly different notion of security.
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SSE and locality. Let us describe the issue in more detail, starting with
SSE and its security goals. An input to an SSE scheme, denoted DB, is essentially an index associating with each keyword w a set of identifiers (bit strings)
DB(w) = {id1 , · · · , idtw }, where the number tw can vary. “Searching” means
retrieving those identifiers, given w. An SSE scheme is a system for storing and
retrieving these sets while hiding statistics about the identifier sets matching
un-searched keywords such as their number, size, the size of their intersections,
and so on. Security is formally parameterized with a leakage function L that
describes
Pan upper bound on what a server learns. One example of good leakage
is N = w |DB(w)|, along with the identifier sets DB(w) for each keyword that
is searched for. Other statistics like maxw |DB(w)| and the number of unique
keywords are also usually considered acceptable leakage. In any case, the defined leakage is all the server should learn, so plaintext keywords, identifiers,
and anything else other than the output of L must be hidden.
A scheme of Curtmola et al. [13] forms the basis for most subsequent SSE
schemes. This scheme leaks only N and the number of unique keywords by
placing all N of the identifier/keyword pairs in random order into a large array
(along with some auxiliary tables) and enabling retrieval with encrypted linked
lists that could be opened for the server. Searching for w requires walking through
|DB(w)| pseudorandom locations in this large array. When the array is stored on
disk, it means that each retrieved pair requires a disk read at a random location.
Since each identifier is on the order of several bytes but the disk block size is
now often 4KB, this searching will sacrifice throughput and latency compared
to a plaintext search system which can store the identifiers together in sectors,
and moreover in contiguous sectors which can be read together more efficiently
without additional seeking. Naive modifications, like packing several identifiers
from a single DB(w) set into one sector, render the scheme insecure for the
leakage function they consider.
One work [12] addressed locality by enlarging the index to ω(N ) size. This
scheme pads every set DB(w) to size maxw |DB(w)| and then store these padded
sets in the own contiguous rows. For very large indexes (with billions of pairs as
in [10]), even doubling the plaintext size may be unreasonable, so these works
do not appear to scale for realistic datasets where the padding will be large.
Results. In the sections that follow a precise model is given for measuring and
comparing the memory usage of SSE schemes. The parameters of locality, readefficiency, and read disjointness are defined and discussed in relation to lower
bounds. Briefly, locality is the number of non-contiguous memory accesses made
by the server, read-efficiency is the number of bits read beyond the minimum
necessary, and a scheme has α-overlapping reads if reads for different searches
overlap in at most α bits. In Figure 1 we compare the leakage, locality, and read
efficiency of prior SSE constructions. (For read efficiency, the number listed is
a multiplicative factor over the binary encoding of the identifiers matching the
query.)
This paper’s primary results are summarized below. For the following two
theorems, let L be any of the leakage functions in Figure 1 (or any function
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efficiently computable from them). Below we write BinEnc(DB) to mean an encoding on DB as a binary string formed by concatening the lists of identifiers
matching each keyword. See Sections 2 and 3 for definitions.
Theorem 1. If Π is an L-IND-secure
SSE scheme
with locality r as well as


|BinEnc(DB)|
server storage.
α-overlapping reads, then Π has ω
r·(α+2)
We remark that a very weak read efficiency requirement is implicit in the condition on overlapping reads, and all existing schemes have highly non-overlapping
reads.
Theorem 2. Assuming one-way functions exist, there exists an L-IND-secure
SSE scheme with locality O(log N ), O(1) read efficiency and O(N log N ) storage.
The bulk of the paper is spent proving the first theorem. We now start with
an intuitive sketch of how one might prove a weak lower bound. See Section 4
for a detailed sketch of the actual proof, which is more complicated.
Lower bound approach. Intuitively, if a scheme is very local, then after some
searching the server can look at what is not read after several searches and
infer statistics about what has not been opened. In particular, if one of the sets
DB(w) is very large, then good locality means there is a very large region of the
encrypted index that will not be touched by other searches, and the server will
notice that this happens after several searches with small number of results.
The lower bound develops this intuition, but requires further ideas to achieve
a lower bound of ω(N ) on the server storage. For now let us sketch how one
shows the server must approximately double the size of a plaintext index if it is
to be perfectly local and read-efficient, meaning it processes a search by reading
exactly the required number of bits from a single contiguous section of EDB, and
moreover that the reads for all searches are disjoint. This seems highly restrictive,
but later will we be able to weaken all of these assumptions to realistic versions.
Now suppose we have a perfectly local SSE scheme. Consider two index inputs, DB0 and DB1 , where DB0 consists of N keywords each matching a single
unique document and DB1 consists of 2 keywords matching a single unique document and a third keyword matching N − 2 documents. If two random keywords
matching single documents are searched for then the server learns which locations of the encrypted index are read in order to respond. If DB0 was encrypted,
then pigeon-hole argument shows that with constant probability, there is no remaining contiguous interval large enough to contain the bits that would be read
for the third keyword (it is here that we use an assumed bound on the server
storage). This is diagrammed in the top part of Figure 2, where when the red
regions are read there is no longer space between them for a larger interval. This
is in contrast to the case when DB1 is encrypted, because after observing the two
small reads, a perfectly local scheme there will always be a contiguous unread
region large enough to hold the N − 2 identifiers for the third keyword.
The full lower bound is an extension of this idea to consider a family of indexes
with result sets of several sizes. Later it is argued that the technique above is
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limited to showing a factor 2 overhead in server storage, and that the complexity
of the main attack seems necessary. We also address several extensions, such as
when the server does not perform a single contiguous read but up to O(1) reads,
the leakage function parameter varies, and the reads are allowed to partially
overlap.
Related work on secure searching. Following the initial work of [24] that
suggested searchable encryption, Curtmola et al. [13] formalized the version of
SSE that we consider in this paper. Subsequently SSE schemes were given with
different efficiency properties [15, 11, 12], support for data updates [19, 18], authenticity [20] and support more advanced searches [10]. These improvements
are rthogonal to the lower bound, which applies to these schemes when used for
basic (non-dynamic, non-authenticated) SSE.
The problem of searching on encrypted data can be addressed in several ways
using generic multiparty computation protocols, oblivious RAM schemes [16] or
fully homomorphic encryption [14]. These approaches achieve slightly levels of
functionality and different notions of security, meaning that the lower bound
does not seem to apply. Order-preserving encryption [6, 7] takes a different approach to searching that achieves high efficiency for rich queries but is less secure than SSE. Implementations that use order-preserving encryption, notably
CryptDB [22], inherit these properties. Our lower bound does not apply to them.
There is also a line of work on searching on public-key ciphertexts. Publickey encryption with keyword search [9, 17, 1, 2] In these schemes and subsequent
work, the server performing the search by testing each encrypted record individually, resulting in a scheme that is trivial from the point of view of the lower
bound. The line of work on deterministic public-key encryption [4, 8, 5] enables
fast searching but achieves different, weaker security meaning our lower bound
does not apply.
Related work on locality. Algorithmic performance with data stored on
disk has been studied extensively in external memory models (c.f. [26, 23, 3]).
These models usually consider block-oriented devices with varying degrees of
precision (e.g., including modeling parallelism, drive geometry, memory hierarchies, caching, locality of blocks, etc.). Typically one measures the external
memory efficiency of an algorithm by counting the number of blocks it accesses,
and a wide array of techniques have been developed to optimize disk utilization
at the algorithmic level.
Interestingly, matching lower and upper bounds are known for many natural problems like, e.g., dictionary retrieval, sorting, range searching – see, e.g.,
Chapter 6 of [26]. Our lower bound is fundamentally different from these results.
There, one can give an information theoretic argument that a certain number of
disk accesses are necessary in the worst case, with a flavor similar to the classic
O(n log n) comparison-based sorting lower bound. Our lower bound, however,
will proceed by showing that any SSE scheme that meets a certain level of efficiency will be insecure (rather than incorrect as in traditional external memory
lower bounds). That is, our lower bound comes in the form of an attack. Due to
the nature of our lower bound we opt for an extremely simplified version of lo-
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cality and leave its adaptation to fine-grained external memory models to future
work.
We are not aware of any prior similar lower bounds on cryptographic primitives, other than the folklore observation that security forces many primitives
to touch every bit their inputs (e.g., homomorphic encryption [14], multiparty
computation).
Organization. Preliminaries and definitions are recalled in Section 2. New
definitions relating to locality are given and discussed in Section 3. The lower
bound is stated and proved in Section 4, and the upper bound is in Section 5.

too small

too small

too small

large enough
Fig. 2. Intuition for a basic lower bound.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout this paper the security parameter is denoted λ and all algorithms
(and adversaries) are assumed to run in time polynomial in λ. We write [n] for
the set {1, . . . , n}. For a vector v we write |v| for the dimension (length) of v
and for i ∈ [|v|] we write v[i] for the i-th component of v. For a bitstring s, we
write s[a, b] for the substring starting with the bit in position a and ending in
position b.
Databases and SSE schemes. An index (or database) DB = (idi , Wi )ni=1 is
a list of identifier/keyword-set pairs, where each idi ∈ {0, 1}λ and each Wi is
a set S
of bitstrings. When the DB under consideration is clear, we will write
n
W = i=1 Wi . For a P
keyword w ∈ W, we
Pnwrite DB(w) for {idi : w ∈ Wi }. We
will always use N = w∈W |DB(w)| = i=1 |Wi | to mean the total number of
keyword/identifier pairs in DB, n to mean the number of unique identifiers, and
m = |W| to mean the number of unique keywords.
A searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) scheme Π consists of algorithms
(KeyGen, EDBSetup, TokGen, Search) that satisfy the following syntax. The key
generation algorithm KeyGen takes as input the security parameter and outputs
a key K. The algorithm EDBSetup takes as input a key K and a database DB
and outputs an encrypted database EDB. The token generation protocol takes
as input a string w and key K and outputs a token τ . Finally, the searching
algorithm Search takes as input τ and EDB and outputs as set L of results.
We note that formalization of an SSE scheme does not model the storage of
actual document payloads, but only of metadata encoded in a keyword index.
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This simplifies the definition and makes it modular, but some care must be taken
when combining an SSE scheme with a document storage scheme (see e.g. [13]
for an example of how to store the payloads).
An SSE scheme is correct if the natural usage returns the correct results for
the keyword being searched (i.e., DB(w)), except with negligible probability. For$
mally, for every database DB, consider an experiment where K ← KeyGen(1λ )
$
and EDB ← EDBSetup(K, DB) are initially sampled. Then, an attacker learns
EDB and can issue adaptive queries wi , which are answered by first generating a token τi ← TokGen(K, wi ) and then returning it together with Si ←
Search(τi , EDB) to the attacker. The scheme is correct if for all polynomial-time
attackers, Si = DB(wi ) for all i, except with negligible probability.
We say that the scheme Π has server storage s(N, λ) if on input a database
$
DB with N keyword/identifier pairs and a key K ← KeyGen(1λ ), EDBSetup
outputs EDB such that |EDB| = s(N, λ), where |EDB| is the bit-length of EDB.
Security. We recall the non-adaptive indistinguishability-based version of security from [13] which will be considered in the lower bound.
Definition 3. Let Π = (KeyGen, EDBSetup, TokGen, Search) be an SSE scheme
and let L be a leakage function and A be an adversary. For b ∈ {0, 1} we define the game IND-SSEbΠ,L,A (λ) as follows: The adversary chooses DB0 , DB1 , w.
$

$

The game runs K ← KeyGen(1λ ), EDB ← EDBSetup(K, DBb ) and t[i] ←
TokGen(K, w[i]) for each i ∈ [|w|]. It gives (EDB, t) to A, which outputs a
bit b̂. Finally, if L(DB0 , w) 6= L(DB1 , w), the game outputs ⊥ and otherwise it
outputs b̂.
We define the L-IND advantage of A to be
-sse
1
0
Advind
Π,L,A (λ) = | Pr[IND-SSEΠ,L,A (λ) = 1] − Pr[IND-SSEΠ,L,A (λ) = 1]| ,
-sse
and we say that Π is L-IND-secure if Advind
Π,L,A (λ) is negligible for every A.
Our construction will achieve the stronger (adaptive, simulation-based) definition from [13], which we recall here. (A non-adaptive version is such that in both
games A must choose all of its queries beforehand.)
Definition 4. Let Π = (KeyGen, EDBSetup, TokGen, Search) be an SSE scheme
and let L be a leakage function. For algorithms A and S, we define the two games
SIM-SSE0 Π,L,A (λ) and SIM-SSE1 Π,L,A,S (λ) as follows:
SIM-SSE0 Π,L,A (λ): A(1λ ) chooses DB, w. The game then runs (K, EDB) ←
EDBSetup(DB) and t[i] ← TokGen(K, w[i]) for each i ∈ [|w|]. It gives EDB, t to
A, which eventually returns a bit that the game uses as its own output.
SIM-SSE1 Π,L,A,S (λ): A(1λ ) chooses DB, w. The game then runs (EDB, t) ←
S(L(DB, w)) and gives EDB, t to A, which eventually returns a bit that the
game uses as its own output.
We define the L-SIM-advantage of A and S to be
-sse
0
1
Advsim
Π,L,A,S (λ) = | Pr[SIM-SSE Π,L,A (λ) = 1] − Pr[SIM-SSE Π,L,A,S (λ) = 1]|,
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and we say that Π is L-SIM-secure if for all adversaries A there exists an
-sse
algorithm S such that Advsim
Π,L,A,S (λ) is negligible.
Leakage functions. Below we will consider two leakage functions Lmin and
Lmax . The first is called the size minimal
leakage function,4 which is defined as
P
follows: Lmin (DB, w) outputs N = w∈W |DB(w)| and the sets (DB(w[1]), . . . ,
DB(w[|w|])). The second is called the maximal leakage function which outputs
(N, n, m, M ) as well as (DB(w[1]), . . . , DB(w[|w|])), where N is defined as before,
n is the number of unique identifiers in DB, m = |W| (the number of unique
keywords), and M = maxw |DB(w)|. It is of course possible to consider “more”
leakage, but this is more than any existing scheme leaks, meaning out lower
bound will apply to all of them.

3

Read Efficiency and Locality Metrics for SSE Schemes

This section introduces the notions of locality and read efficiency of SSE schemes.
Read patterns. First, we observe that the searching procedure of any SSE
scheme can be decomposed into a sequence of contiguous reads from the encrypted database. To formalize this point of view, fix an SSE scheme Π, an
EDB output by EDBSetup and a token τ output by TokGen. Viewing EDB as
a bitstring of length M , we may express the computation of Search(τ, EDB) as
follows: It starts by computing an interval [a1 , b1 ] that depends only on τ . It
then computes another interval [a2 , b2 ] that depends only on τ and EDB[a1 , b1 ],
and continues computing intervals to read based on τ and all previously read
intervals from EDB. We write RdPat(τ, EDB) for these intervals. In the following,
denote as BinEnc(DB(w)) the binary representation of DB(w), i.e., the concatenation of all identifiers represented as bit strings, and BinEnc(DB) to be the
concatenation of all the BinEnc(DB(w)) for each w in the database. Under our
assumption that all identifiers are in {0, 1}λ , we have |BinEnc(DB)| = λ|DB(w)|
and BinEnc(DB) = λN .
Locality of an SSE scheme. We put forward the notion of locality of an
SSE scheme, capturing the fact that every read pattern consists of at most a
bounded number of intervals.
Definition 5 (Locality). An SSE scheme Π is r-local (or has locality r) if
for any λ, DB, and w ∈ W, we have that RdPat(τ, EDB) consists of at most
$
r intervals with probability 1 when EDB, τ are computed as K ← KeyGen(1λ ),
$
EDB ← EDBSetup(K, DB), τ ← TokGen(K, w). If r = 1, we say Π has perfect
locality.
In particular, the value r can depend both on the security parameter λ and the
index size |DB|.
4

It appears to be impossible to define a true “minimal” amount of leakage, as we
could consider a leakage function that leaks only some upper bound on N .
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Read efficiency. The notion of locality alone is not very meaningful. Of
course, we can just make every scheme perfectly local by reading the whole EDB.
This is why the notion of locality is directly tied to the notion of read efficiency,
which measures the overall size of the portion read by a search operation.
Definition 6 (Read Efficiency). An SSE scheme Π is c-read efficient (or
has read efficiency c) if for any λ, DB and w ∈ W, we have that RdPat(τ, EDB)
consists of intervals of total length at most c · |BinEnc(DB(w))| bits.
We allow c to depend on the security parameter here.
Read disjointness. The above definition of read efficiency is very general. In
particular, for sufficiently large c, it allows multiple queries to read exactly the
same bits. Our lower bound below will apply to a more restricted class of r-local
schemes which read sufficiently many new bits. We feel this class is natural, and
moreover it contains all prior constructions.
Definition 7 (Overlapping reads). An SSE scheme Π has α-overlapping
reads if for all λ and all DB, the read pattern induced by the search of each
keyword in DB has an overlap of at most α with the read patterns induced by
the searches of all previous keywords (with probability 1 over the computation
of K ← KeyGen(1λ ), EDB ← EDBSetup(K, DB), and the computation of the
tokens). When α = 0 we say Π has disjoint reads.
In general, the value α is independent of N , but may additionally depend
on λ or possibly on the number of words |W| in order for example to take into
account a common portion of EDB which can be read at every search operation.
Typically, a scheme will read some metadata like hash table entries and then
perform reads to retrieve the actual results. (Of course we make no assumption
on what computation the scheme actually does, beyond being of the form above.)

4

Lower Bound

In this section we sketch our proof that a secure SSE scheme cannot simultaneously achieve O(1) locality and O(|BinEnc(DB)|) server storage. Concretely, we
are going to prove the following theorem, where Lmax was defined at the end of
Section 2 and the locality metrics were defined in the previous section.
Theorem 8. If Π is an Lmax -IND-secure
SSEscheme with locality r as well as

|BinEnc(DB)|
α-overlapping reads, then Π has ω
server storage.
r·(α+2)
We note that we consider Lmax for the lower bound as this strengthens the
result by considering schemes that are “very leaky.” In the theorem statement,
we assume that α does not depend on N , but may additionally depend on λ or
possibly on the number of words |W|.
The proof is rather long and will not fit in this version of the paper (a full
proof was submitted and will appear in the full version). Instead, we provide a
sketch of the proof approach and its implementation.
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Proof approach. We will first sketch our lower bound with a few simplifications. First, we assume the SSE scheme is has perfect locality and read efficiency,
meaning the server always performs exactly one contiguous read for exactly
|BinEnc(DB(w))| = λ · |DB(w)| bits from EDB when searching for a word w, the
minimum required for the response. Second, we assume all reads are perfectly
disjoint. Third, we consider the lower bound leakage against SSE schemes achieving security with leakage function Lmin instead of Lmax (thus making the result
easier). It turns out that this case encompasses most of the technical difficulties
for the general result, which we derive afterwards.
The principle behind the attack extends the idea sketched in Section 1. The
adversary will choose two indexes DB0 , DB1 of the same size in a careful way
so that DB1 has keywords that match a large number of documents while DB0
does not. Then it will query for tokens for several keywords matching relatively
small numbers of documents. Using the tokens, it will compute the read pattern
of the server when searching for those keywords, and then look at the unread
portions of EDB. Since we are assuming perfect locality, if DB1 was encrypted,
there must be large regions that go untouched by any query. On the other hand,
we will show that this is sometimes not the case if DB0 is encrypted, allowing
the adversary to distinguish.
To describe the proof it will be useful to introduce a compact notation for
the shape of a DB input.
Definition 9. We write
DB ← (n1 × s1 ; n2 × s2 ; . . . ; nt × st )
when DB = (idi , Wi ) has shape (n1 × s1 ; n2 × s2 ; . . . ; nt × st ), which means
that it satisfies the following:
Pt
•
DB has a keyword set W of size j=1 nj comprised of λ-bit strings.
•

For each j ∈ [t], there are nj keywords w ∈ W such that |DB(w)| = sj .

•

For all w 6= w0 , the sets DB(w) and DB(w0 ) are disjoint.

Our attack sketched in the introduction corresponded to picking indexes
DB0 , DB1 with shapes DB0 ← (N × 1) and DB1 ← (1 × 1 ; 1 × N − 2), meaning
that DB0 consists of N “singletons” and DB1 consists of two singletons and one
large set of results. It is possible to formalize that attack and show that a secure
perfectly local SSE scheme must produce an EDB that is at least twice as large
as the bit representation of DB, but as we observe at the end of this section,
any attack that uses indexes with such simple shapes will not be able to prove
a better lower bound.
We now proceed to extend that attack. Let Π be perfectly local scheme with
server storage kλN for some constant k ≥ 1. Our attack against the security Π
will select two random inputs DB0 , DB1 with shapes
DB0 ← (n1 × ε1 N ; n2 × ε2 N ; . . . ; nk−1 × εk−1 N ; n̂k × εk N )

(1)

DB1 ← (n1 × ε1 N ; n2 × ε2 N ; . . . ; nk−1 × εk−1 N ; nk × εk N ; n̂k+1 × εk+1 N )
(2)
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where n1 > n2 > · · · > nk > 1 and ε1 < ε2 < . . . < εk < εk+1 < 1 are appropriately chosen constants. Intuitively, DB0 consists only of many small result sets
DB0 (w) while DB1 consists of many small result sets and some relatively large
sets of εk+1 N keywords.
Pk
The attack will query for tokens for all
i=1 ni keywords matching εi N
documents with i ∈ [k]. It then calculates the read patterns of the server. Since Π
is perfectly local, the reads are for εi λN bit intervals respectively, and moreover
they are all disjoint. Thus if DB1 is encrypted, then the perfect locality of Π
means there must exist an interval of εk+1 λN bits in EDB that was not touched
by the observed reads (actually, there will be at least n̂k+1 such intervals) –
These are where the large result sets are stored (note that the adversary does
not query for the keyword corresponding to any of large sets, but only notices the
presence of a suspiciously large untouched interval). However, as we will show,
if DB0 was encrypted then the security of Π will mean there is a noticeable
probability that there is no such interval remaining untouched. We stress that
this will be due to the (forced) distribution of the reads, and not simply because
there is no room, as the same number of bits is read when either DB0 or DB1 in
encrypted.
Proving the latter claim on DB0 is the main technical part of the proof.
Intuitively, it holds because security forces the small intervals (say of size εi λN )
to be located in random-looking locations which do not leave large gaps (say of
size εi+1 λN ) between them too often, which implies that large intervals cannot
fit between them while remaining disjoint, effectively “killing” that space for
large intervals.
We will show that, for a specific choice of the constants, that for each i =
1, . . . , k, the queried sets of size εi λN will each kill at least λN bits of the EDB
from storing any larger intervals (in particular, intervals of size εj λN for j > i)
with constant probability. Since we have k different read pattern sets each killing
λN bits from storing anything larger with constant probability, we get that kλN
bits are killed with constant probability. But this means the entire EDB has been
killed with constant probability (here we use that k is a constant), and when
that happens the adversary can conclude that DB0 was encrypted – If DB1 had
been encrypted this would happen with probability 0.
We now discuss how to show that queries for a constant number of sets of size
εi N will kill λN bits (which is much larger than the actual number of bits read
by the server during its perfectly-local searching). To prove this we will consider
a sequence of adversaries A1 , A2 , . . . , Ak - the purpose of Ai is to show that
the sets of size εi N kill enough space with constant probability, assuming that
the smaller sets each do so. The first adversary A1 is the simplest to describe,
and resembles our original attack from the Introduction. Adversary A1 draws
DB0 , DB1 of size N with shapes
DB0 ← (n̂1 × ε1 N )

(3)

DB1 ← (n1 × ε1 N ; n̂2 × ε2 N ),

(4)
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where n1 < n̂1 = ε−1
1 and ε1 < ε2 are constants. It populates the two databases
with a consistent set of keywords, meaning that the n1 keywords matching ε1 N
documents DB1 are a random subset of the n̂1 such keywords in DB0 . Intuitively,
DB0 has a large number of keywords matching ε1 N documents each, and searching for each keyword induces a read by the server for a disjoint interval λε1 N
bits. Thus searching for a random subset of n1 < n̂1 of those keywords will reveal the location of a random subset of the disjoint intervals. In DB1 , however,
there are only n1 of these keywords, but we can show that security forces their
distributions to be as they are in DB0 .
Specifically, we have A1 query for the n1 keywords matching ε1 N documents
in either database, and then it computes their read patterns. If DB0 was encrypted, then the intervals read by the server are chosen randomly from amongst
n̂1 intervals of that size. We show (unconditionally) with good probability there
is a lot of space (about λN bits) in EDB where intervals of size ε2 N or larger
cannot fit after the n1 intervals have been read. This happens because, for randomly chosen intervals, the gap between them cannot be larger than ε2 N too
often. Thus the larger intervals must go elsewhere in EDB. And since the scheme
is secure, DB1 must also exhibit this behavior (despite the read intervals not
being chosen from a larger set of intervals). In fact, this shows that when any
database contains n1 keywords with εN results each, then the resulting reads
for those keywords must be laid out in a way that eliminates a large amount of
space for larger intervals even though the actual bits read for them is very small,
namely n1 ε1 λN  n̂1 ε1 λN .
We then iterate this approach; The next adversary A2 queries DB0 , DB1 with
shapes
DB0 ← (n1 × ε1 N ; n̂2 × ε2 N )

(5)

DB1 ← (n1 × ε1 N ; n2 × ε2 N ; n̂3 × ε3 N ).

(6)

(So DB0 now has the shape that A1 chose for DB1 .) The adversary A2 then
queries for tokens for all n1 keywords matching ε1 N documents, and then a
random subset of the n̂2 keywords matching ε2 N documents in DB1 . (As before
these databases are made with consistent keywords and identifiers.) We show
that when DB0 is encrypted, conditioned on the read intervals of size ε1 λN
disallowing λN bits for larger intervals, a random subset of intervals of size ε2 λN
will disallow about another λN bits for larger intervals. Security again forces this
is to be true when DB1 is encrypted despite not being forced statistically. The
result is that with constant probability about 2λN bits of EDB can no longer
accommodate larger intervals.
By considering the sequence of A1 , . . . , Ak of adversaries and applying this
reasoning k times, we have that the entire database has been disallowed by a
relatively small number of small reads intervals with good probability, and then
we can finish the proof as sketched above.
Extensions to more general locality. The argument above worked for
perfect locality, meaning the server search algorithm for keyword w worked with
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a single, contiguous read from EDB for exactly λ · |DB(w)| bits that is disjoint
from the read for any other search. It is easy to extend the lower bound to when
the server works with r = O(1) contiguous reads that total exactly λ · |DB(w)|
bits and are disjoint from all other reads by observing that one of the r reads
must have size at least λ · |DB(w)|/r contiguous bits, and then adjusting the
parameters of the above argument to ensure that intervals of that size can be be
disallowed with good probability by the final adversary.
Other relaxations will be given. For instance, to adaptive the attack to work
with leakage function Lmax , we need to additionally arrange for the submitted
databases to always have the same number of documents, keywords, maximum
size result set DB(w). This only introduces minor technicalities.
Would a simpler attack work? It is fair to ask if the complexity of this
attack is necessary, and specifically if an attack like A1 , which only queries for
keyword with |DB(w)| equal to two possible sizes (either ε1 N or ε2 N ) could give
the lower bound and avoid the iterative argument.
While it is always possible in principle to simplify proofs, we can argue that
no such simple adversary could prove a lower bound better than M ≥ 2λN by
observing read patterns alone. This is because an SSE scheme, knowing that it
will only be queried for keywords with two different sizes |DB(w)|, could have
EDB reserve λN bits for the first size, and another λN bits for the second size.
Then it could simply store sets DB(w) of the first size in random order first half
of EDB with padding, then the sets DB(w) with the second size in the second
half.
This reasoning generalizes to show that any attack proving M ≥ kλN must
query keywords with |DB(w)| having at least k + 1 different sizes, as our attack
does.

5

A Positive Result: SSE with Logarithmic Locality

In the previous section, we have seen that any scheme with constant locality
produces encrypted index of size ω(N ). To complement this result, we provide
a new scheme with logarithmic locality, at the cost of an asymptotically larger
encrypted index of size roughly N log N . At the same time, our scheme is going
to only leak the database size N , i.e., it is going to be Lmin -secure. None of the
previous SSE schemes achieved such locality level without additional leakage or
a larger worst-case blow-up of the encrypted database.
Hash tables. The scheme below relies on hash tables. Concretely, a hash table
implementation consists of a pair of algorithms (HTCreate, HTGet). The function
HTCreate takes as input a list L = {(li , di )}1≤i≤k of pairs (li , di ) of strings, where
li ∈ {0, 1}` is the label and di ∈ {0, 1}r is the data, and outputs the hash table
HT. After running HT ← HTCreate(L), we have that HTGet(HT, l) returns d if
and only if (l, d) ∈ L, and returns ⊥ otherwise.
There exist hash-table implementations (for example, via variants of cuckoo
hashing [21]) with the following properties: The overall size of HT is O(k(r +
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`) + log2 k), and the algorithm HTGet needs to read from the hash table HT a
constant number (e.g. two) of blocks of ` contiguous bits, as well as one r-bit
block, when searching for a label l = li . Moreover, HT does not depend on the
ordering of the list L.
Description of the scheme. We now proceed to specify our new SSE scheme
Π = (KeyGen, EDBSetup, TokGen, Search) with logarithmic locality. It relies on
two keyed functions F and F 0 , where F : K × {0, 1}∗ → K × K0 and F 0 :
K×N → {0, 1}` (both later to be assumed as pseudorandom). Moreover, it uses a
symmetric encryption scheme (E, D) with key space K0 and m-bit ciphertexts. In
particular, we are going to use the latter scheme to encrypt document identifiers
and we are going to assume that all identifiers are in the message space of the
scheme (E, D) and their encryption results in ciphertext of exactly length s.
The four algorithms of Π now operate as follows:
$

Key Generation. Algorithm KeyGen simply generates a key K ← K for F .
Setup. Assume that we are given DB with size N = 2t for some t ≥ 1, and for
every word w ∈ W, we use the notation DB(w) = {id1 , . . . , idnw } to denote
its nw P
associated identifiers. We also need to consider the binary expansion
t−1
nw = i=0 nw,i · 2i . (If N is not a power of two, we need to pad DB to
satisfy this by adding some dummy keyword-identifier pairs.)
Algorithm EDBSetup, on input DB and K, proceeds as follows: It initially sets
up t empty lists L0 , L1 , . . . , Lt−1 . For every word w ∈ W, it then computes
two derived keys FK (w) = (Kw,0 , Kw,1 ) and sets c = 0. Subsequently, for all
0
(i) and the
i = 0, . . . , t − 1, if nw,i = 1, we define the `-bit label l = FK
w,0
i
(2 · s)-bit data
d = E(Kw,1 , idc ) k . . . k E(Kw,1 , idc+2i ) ,
increase c by 2i , and add (l, d) to Li . Once done with the iteration, for all
i = 0, . . . , t − 1, we first add pairs (l, d) to Li until it contains exactly 2t−i
elements, where l is a random label and d is a random (2i · s)-bit string, and
then compute HTi ← HTCreate(Li ). The final output is
EDB = HT0 k HT1 k . . . k HTt−1 .
Token Generation. Algorithm TokGen, on inputs K and w, computes and
outputs the two derived keys (Kw,0 , Kw,1 ) ← FK (w).
Search. The search algorithm Search, on input EDB = HT0 k HT1 k . . . k HTt−1
and (K0 , K1 ), initially defines an empty response set R = ∅. Then, for all
0
i = 0, . . . , t − 1, it computes l ← FK
(i) and d ← HTGet(HTi , l). If d =
0
C1 k . . . k C2i 6= ⊥, it adds D(K1 , C1 ), . . . , D(K1 , C2i ) to the response set R.
At the end, it outputs R.
Correctness, complexity and locality. Correctness of the SSE scheme
Π holds with high probability assuming pseudorandomness of F and F 0 – we
dispense with a formal analysis.
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Assume now that we use the space- and lookup-efficient hash-table implementation mentioned above. Note first that every Li is going to always contain
2t−i elements consisting of a pair (l, d) where |l| = ` and |d| = 2i · s. Indeed, we
cannot add more than 2t−i pairs (before possibly filling up Li ) because each such
pair is associated with 2i keyword-identifier pairs, and overall there are N = 2t
such pairs. For this reason, the size of HTi is going to be O(N (` + s) + log(N )2 ),
and thus the overall size of EDB is
|EDB| = O(N log N · (` + s) + log(N )3 ) .
As for locality, by the property of the hash tables, we are going to read O(1)
blocks of consecutive values for every i = 0, . . . , t − 1, thus obtaining locality
O(log N ). Also, read efficiency is constant.
Security. We turn to the security of the SSE scheme Π. We start with nonadaptive security, and below discuss the changes necessary in order to prove
adaptive security in the random-oracle model. Here, we are going to prove that
the scheme achieves the strong notion Lmin -SIM-security. Recall that we say that
(E, D) has pseudorandom ciphertexts if no polynomial-time attacker can decide
whether a given oracle is behaving as EK (·) for random secret key K or whether
it is returning a fresh random string upon each invocation, except with negligible
advantage.
Theorem 10 (Non-adaptive Security of Π.). The above SSE-scheme Π is
Lmin -SIM-secure against non-adaptive attacks if F and F 0 are pseudorandom
functions and (E, D) has pseudorandom ciphertexts.
Proof. Recall that in a non-adaptive attack, the attacker A first commits to keyword queries w and a database DB. We also recall that in the real experiment
SIM-SSE0 Π,Lmin ,A (λ), KeyGen is run, resulting in a key K, and then EDBSetup
is run, producing the encrypted database EDB. The attacker A is then given
EDB, together with the search tokens (Kw[i],0 , Kw[i],1 ) = FK (w[i]) for i ∈ [|w|].
In contrast, in the ideal experiment SIM-SSE1 Π,Lmin ,A,S (λ), the simulator S
initially only obtains N = |DB| and DB(w[i]) for i ∈ [|w|], and needs to output
0
0
EDB0 as well as search tokens (Kw[i],0
, Kw[i],1
) such that
Pr[SIM-SSE0 Π,Lmin ,A (λ) ⇒ 1] − Pr[SIM-SSE1 Π,Lmin ,A,S (λ) ⇒ 1] = negl(λ) .
Concretely, the simulator S operates as follows, assuming N = 2t . First, it creates
random and independent tokens (Kw[i],0 , Kw[i],1 ) for i ∈ [|w|] and initializes
empty sets L0 , . . . , Lt−1 . For every i ∈ [|w|], it then does the following, with
Pt−1
DB(w[i]) = {id1 , . . . , idnw } and nw[i] = j=0 nw[i],j · 2j . It sets c = 0, and for
every j = 0, . . . t − 1, if nw[i],j = 1, it computes
d = E(Kw[i],1 , idc ) k . . . k E(Kw[i],1 , idc+2j ) ,
adds (FKw[i],0 (j), d) to Lj , and increases c by 2j . Once done with the iteration,
for all j = 0, . . . , t − 1, the simulator adds pairs (l, d) to Lj until it contains
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exactly 2t−j elements (where l is a random `-bit label and d is a random (2j · s)bit string) and computes HTj ← HTCreate(Lj ). The final output is EDB0 =
HT0 k HT1 k . . . k HTt−1 , together with the tokens (Kw[i],0 , Kw[i],1 ) for i ∈ [|w|].
The proof now proceeds via a hybrid argument. The first hybrid experiment
H0 behaves the real-world experiment, in particular returning the distribution
[EDB, {(Kw[i],0 , Kw[i],1 )}i∈[|w|] ] to A. In the second hybrid, the function FK is replaced by a truly random function when running EDBSetup and when producing
the tokens (Kw[i],0 , Kw[i],1 ) given to A, i.e., every search token is replaced with a
truly-random key pair. It is easy to see that Pr[H0 ⇒ 0] − Pr[H1 ⇒ 1] = negl(λ)
by the pseudorandomness of F .
For the next hybrid H2 , when running EDBSetup, we are going to replace
0
FK
with an independent random function for every i ∈ [|w|]. In particular,
w[i],0
this means that every label l of a pair (l, d) added to Lj when processing the
key-word w in EDBSetup is independent and uniform. Similarly to the above,
Pr[H1 ⇒ 0] − Pr[H2 ⇒ 1] = negl(λ) by the pseudorandomness of F 0 .
Finally, in H3 , for all i ∈ [|w|], we replace every data-block d containing
encryptions of identifiers in DB(w[i]) produced in EDBSetup with a randomly
chosen string of the appropriate length. It is not hard to see that H3 behaves
exactly as SIM-SSE1 Π,Lmin ,A,S , and moreover, Pr[H2 ⇒ 0] − Pr[H3 ⇒ 1] =
negl(λ) by the pseudorandomness of (E, D).
t
u
Adaptive security. We additionally propose an efficient instantiation of the
above scheme which is actively secure in the random oracle model. Note that, in
this case, the security notion allows the simulator to program the random oracle.
Concretely, we instantiate (E, D) with the scheme encrypting M under secret
key K as EK (M ) = R k (H(K k R) ⊕ M ), where R is a random λ-bit string, and
H is a hash function with output length equal the message length, to be modeled
as a random oracle in the proof. (As above, the total ciphertext length is denoted
as s.) Moreover, we also instantiate F 0 using the same hash function H, letting
F 0 (Kw,0 , i) = H(Kw,0 khii), where hii is a binary encoding of the integer i ∈ N.
In the proof, the simulator S handles the random oracle queries, setting H(x)
to a random value whenever handling a query on input x ∈ {0, 1}∗ . Moreover,
when the attacker chooses an index DB, S is given N = 2t and for all i =
0, 1, . . . , t − 1, adds 2t−i pairs (l, d) to the set Li , where l is a random `-bit label
and d is a random (2i · s)-bit string. It then generates EDB as the concatenation
of the hash table created from L0 , . . . , Lt−1 , and hands EDB over to the attacker.
(Still, S keeps L0 , L1 , . . . , Lt−1 as its state.)
Later, upon each query w from the attacker, the simulator learns DB(w) =
Pt−1
i
{id1 , . . . , idnw }, where nw =
i=0 nw,i · 2 . In this case, it generates random
Kw,0 and Kw,1 as the corresponding token. Moreover, it sets c = 0, and for
every i = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1, if nw,i = 1, the simulator picks a random pair (l, d) ∈ Li
where d = R1 k C1 k . . . k R2i k C2i , removes (l, d) from Li , and programs the
random oracle so that
H(Kw,0 khii) = l ,

H(Kw,1 kRj ) ⊕ Cj = idc+j for all j = 1, . . . , 2i ,
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and adds 2i to c. If the programming cannot succeed (because the corresponding
values are already set for H), the simulator aborts.
We omit a formal analysis that the above is a good simulation strategy, as it
follows from standard techniques. Overall, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 11 (Adaptive Security of Π.). The above hash-based instantiation
of the SSE-scheme Π is Lmin -SIM-secure in the random oracle model if F is a
pseudorandom function.
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